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About This Game

Bump+Smack is a cross between breakout and pinball. Balls are released in intervals and roll down the table, ready to drop off
the end. Your job is to keep them up on the table and falling into the goals. The goal is to meet the percentage threshold of goals

versus misses and obtain the highest score possible.

Details

When the game begins, you are the operator of the shuttleboard at the bottom of the play table. Balls begin to appear from the
pipes at the top of the play table. At the beginning, you'll only have to juggle a maximum of three balls at once. Once you score

a goal or a ball rolls off the bottom of the play table, another ball will be released.

Challenge Mode

In Challenge Mode, the stats on the side of the screen will show the total number of balls remaining to be released for the entire
round. The stats will also show the total number of goals made, a multiplier, a 'next up' multiplier, a scored goal percentage, and

a goal percentage needed to advance to the next stage. As long as the scored goal percentage is at least as much as the goal
percentage needed, the game continues to the next stage. Once all the available stages are passed, the game goes back to the first

stage to another round. A new round increases the difficulty with bouncier balls, a higher percentage needed to continue, and
also the total number of balls for that stage. The game ends when the goal percentage is lower than the percentage needed to

advance once all balls have been scored or have dropped off the play table.
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Continuous Mode

In Continuous Mode, you choose the stage and try to get the highest score. Continuous mode adds a 'Miss' meter that will go up
when a ball rolls off the table and goes down when consecutive goals are made. The game ends when the 'Miss' meter fills up.

+Smack

In both modes is a 'Smack' meter. This allows you to have the shuttleboard 'smack' the table to the side to try to change the
course of the balls in play. In certain situations, a well timed 'smack' can mean the difference between huge points or a lost ball.

Scoring

Goals are situated throughout the stage with different point values: 500 points which are fairly accessible. 750 points which are
a little more difficult. 1K (1000) points that are difficult, and 5K (5000) that are extremely challenging.

Higher Scoring

The multiplier is what can really start to skyrocket your score. At the stage beginning, all goal's point values are the initial
values. When you make a number of consecutive goals, which is the number listed on the 'Next Multi' stat, your multiplier

increases by one. At that point, the goals point values are now multiplied by the multiplier value. For instance, at the start of the
round you have a 1x multiplier and the 'Next Multi' is three. When you make 3 consecutive goals, the multiplier changes to 2x.
500 point goals are now worth 1000, 750 worth 1500, 1K becomes 2K, and 5K becomes 10K! When the multiplier goes up, the
'Next Multi' also goes up, making the next multiplier level more difficult to attain. The multiplier resets to 1x if a ball rolls off

the play table or the stage ends in challenge mode.

Achievements

In challenge mode, achievements can be earned by completing specific challenges. Visit the Trophy Room from the main menu
to get more details on the challenges.
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Title: Bump+Smack
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Jason Sadler
Publisher:
PopNine Studio
Release Date: 8 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel 4th Generation Processor or Higher

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 3D Acceleration Required w/ 512MB VRAM and DirectX 11 support

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1100 MB available space

Sound Card: Required

English,French,Italian,German,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,
Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Swedish,Th
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bump smack into. bump smack meaning

For those seeking a totally different and very powerful video game experience, I would highly recommend Beckett. It is a
playable work of art and stands in a genre all its own. Read my full review at  JustAdventure. [justadventure.com]. This game is
absolute RUBBISH. I wouldn't reccomend it to anyone. If you want a good fishing game, Buy Euro Fishing, thru Steam.. The
game's great, defenitively. One of the better 4x games I've played (if you're deciding between this and, for example civilization
I'd reccomend this one). I have little bad to say about it to be perfectly honest.

All I've got is that I believed that the Collection Bundle would include all future DLC as well, this was a mistake on my part.
Take care not to repeat it.. Please make it possible to change the graphics, sounds and music to the old windows ones most of us
grew up with.. This game is freakin awesome.

Its a pirate-themed party-based roguelike action-rpg, and there's not anything else quite like it.

I got pretty far then half my crew got killed by robots, it was amazing.

buy it.. fun but has lots of bugs. I know I only have 5 hours in this game at time of review, but, this is the sort of game where
after five hours you pretty much know what you're getting. I still have some different environments to explore, different
monsters to fight, different quests to complete, etc, but I've repeatedly experienced the basic gameplay loop of going to an
island, exploring, fighting monsters, and completing quests.

Its really good! Don't be fooled by the blocky-game design and the gnome protagonist. This is a game about going to a hostile
environment, exploring it under a time crunch, scavenging for everything worthwhile that you can find, defeating the monsters
that want to eat you, and retreating.

Two things make this game excellent. The first is the shooting gameplay, which is crisp, fast paced, and fun. Most of it is
straight forward- run, shoot, jump. But there are a variety of spells to create varying extras on top of that, plus, your "jump"
feature is more like "discharge your mana to rocket yourself skyward," and as your mana grows, so does it. This makes combat
quick and dynamic.

The second noteworthy trait is the way that Rogue Islands uses simple and easy to understand rules to offer the player
meaningful choices. For example, when night falls the ghasts come out. These can't be killed, move about as fast as you do, and
lock on if they see you. The easiest solution to this is to hide in your ship at night, which time shifts you to morning at the cost
of the completion of all in-progress food (this makes sense with like 3 minutes gameplay experience, just trust me that its a
small but real cost). The secondary solution is to stay out anyways- which is great, because nearly everything important you're
scavenging for glows, so scavenging at night is actually easier. But the ONLY way to do this and live is to eat Lumen Berries,
which make you invisible to ghasts. But there are a limited number of these on the island, and you can only carry two in your
inventory at a time. It takes at least two to make it through an evening, and they're kind of wasted if you're going to spend your
time in a death match with the local fauna. So you need to time these evening excursions for the right moment, and make the
most of them.

There are only two downsides that I've experienced so far.

The first is that there isn't much in game tutorial or documentation. I figured everything out pretty quickly, but did have to
restart a few times after getting blindsided by unexpected game mechanics. For example, one of the most crucial things you can
scavenge in the early game is "gurgleweed." The game will tell you that you need gurgleweed when the need arises. But it doesn't
tell you where to find it, or what it looks like. Which... might mean telling you would be a spoiler? I'm not sure, so I'm going to
leave you in the dark. Once you know its easy enough to hunt down, but not knowing cost me one game. Which was only like 20
minutes, so, no big loss, but you get the idea.

The second is that using items from your inventory takes way more clicks than it ought. Click to select, click to use, click
somewhere else to confirm, click to return. Its just annoying. It doesn't come up THAT much (you should do most of your basic
item use from the map, not your stockpile) but it is annoying at times.

All told, I strongly recommend this to anyone who enjoys the exploration aspect of a virgin minecraft map, and the shooting
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gameplay of a single player FPS like Painkiller or Shadow Warrior.

Edit after more hours of play: Ok, the late game is GREAT. I was a little nervous comparing this to Painkiller and Shadow
Warrior- I am no longer nervous about that comparison. Fully upgraded Motworth transforms into a tiny gnomish GOD OF
WAR. He hits each island like a hurricane, his feet barely touching the ground as he leaps, bounds, and levitates across the
landscape, smiting foes with death lasers and landscape deforming meteoric bombardment. It doesn't make the game easy,
necessarily- your foes are more dangerous, and there are some SERIOUS friendly fire issues with the most powerful of your
spells. Sidestrafe behind a tree while firing your ultra murder laser and you instagib. Not, you take damage, no. Instagib. You
can't lift your finger in time to save yourself, you just die. And try not to shoot yourself in the back with meteors either, that's
also ill advised. You fall faster than they do.

Anyway, I'm still having a ton of fun. The mechanics of the game evolve from survival/horror/crafting to "I am the God of this
deathworld."
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Great game so far and it seems to be a fresh take on the RR strategy game while keeping with many of the genre's traditions. I'm
looking forward to see how this game develops, but it feels pretty solid so far.. A neat little puzzle game that. Worth your time!
;). The game is good but there are far too many bugs here; at least once per dungeon I get stuck on a loading screen (especially
when going up or down floors) or the game freezes and I have to start again, considering this is an already successful Vita game
that has been brought over to STEAM I think this is pretty ridiculous. Losing an hours progress is a very quick way to dampen
my mood especially if I just got back from work and want to de-stress. Fix it and the review changes.. this game is absolutely
amazing, it is a great party game but i wish it had online multiplayer. 10\/10 would play intead of do homework. Its like the
other skins nice.. When it says, it's a "true rogue-like" they aren't kidding. Paper Dungeons has many of the aspects of the
original rogue, a simple dungeon crawler randomly generated, with RPG elements and permadeath. This has to be the most
rogue-like, rogue-like I've seen on Steam next to Vulture for NetHack (which was abandon-ware).

However, it's not just a rogue clone; this game has a simple set of classes and progression system that lets you build your
character and still customize it for different styles of play, based on what you find in your adventures. There's also the concept
of different zones, allowing your character to finish one dungeon and go on to another effectively that's thematically slightly
different.

This game shares a lot in common with "I Am Overburdened," including the retro look. However, unlike that game it's not as
linear, allowing you to choose different paths for your adventure. I'd think this game would have more replay value than that
one.

Paper Dungeons is fun, but death comes all too easily. It does suffer from that problem of the original rogue games that if you
are taking a real wailing, it's hard to realize your health meter has just dropped precipitously because you've been plowing
through the rest of one level in your stride.

I'd love to see Steam controller support and maybe a little better UI, perhaps making the magic system more apparent. It is early
access at this point, which means it needs a little more work on graphics, maybe some quest development, and it needs some
work on music, which is highly monotonous. However, good game, and if you are a rogue-like fan well worth the money.
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